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Black Lives Matter Real Estate Forum, LLC.
2022 Advisory Board Executive Committee Members
(25 Members/1 Vacancy as of January 31, 2022)

Andy Jordan, R.A. + Ann Massey Badmus, Esq. + Askari Foy, MBA, CPA + Clayton Benn, MBA
+ Cusaj Thomas, Esq. + Darryl Scipio, Esq.

Dennis Winston Greene + *Derek Warner, Esq. + *Elrene Perez + Gwen Muse-Evans, MBA +
Janet H. Southerland, DDS + Jettie D. Newkirk, Esq.

Jonathan Jordan + Ken Morrison + Kevin Teal, MD + Keyon Brown, Esq. + Matthew Scott +
Michael Chijioke, J.D.

Naseer Malik + Robert Parker + Shaun Randolph + Thurmon Cohen + Troy Cason + Willie J.
Parker, M.D.
Co-Chairpersons:
Askari Foy, MBA, CPA., Derek Warner, Esq. and Gwen Muse-Evans, MBA
The Executive Committee votes on non-binding board resolutions to express its approval or
disapproval of actions taken by the Forum's senior leadership.
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[ 2022 Membership Meeting Schedule ]

Sunday, February 13, 2022 (2pm – 4pm EST/Zoom)
General Membership Meeting (Semi-Annual)

Monday, April 11, 2022 (6pm to 7pm EST/Zoom)
Advisory Board Meeting

Sunday, May 1, 2022 (2pm – 3pm EST/Zoom)
General Membership Progress Report

Sunday, July 24, 2022 (2pm – 4pm EST/Zoom)
General Membership Meeting (Semi-Annual)

Monday, August 8, 2022 (6pm to 7pm EST/Zoom)
Advisory Board Meeting

Sunday, November 6, 2022 (2pm – 3pm EST/Zoom)
General Membership Progress Report

Monday, December 12, 2022 (6pm to 7pm EST/Zoom)
Advisory Board Meeting
Note: All meetings are open to ALL members but ONLY the 25 members of the Advisory Board
may speak at an Advisory Board meeting unless invited by one of the three Co-Chairpersons
or the President/CEO of the Forum.
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Black Lives Matter Real Estate Forum, LLC.
(2021 Membership Report)

January 25, 2021
Dear BLMREF Members:
Happy New Year!
As the President/CEO of Black Lives Matter Real Estate Forum, LLC (the “Forum”), I am
committed to building a business that my son and twin daughters, and my grandchildren and
each generation of the Lopez-Pierre Family thereafter will be proud to lead one day.
For the first year of the Forum (June 2020 to June
2021), I did NOT receive member withdrawal/profit
distributions (but in the last half of 2021, after
building the Forum to 99 members, I did earn $30,000
($5,000 per month in profits of which $22,50 was paid
in 2021 and $7,500 was paid in January 2022).
Transparency, Integrity and Accountability are the
core values of the Forum and our Funds (see our
2021 Financial Statement).
With this 2021 Membership Report and Financial
Statement, I commit to YOU, the 111 Members, and
13 Investors of my fidelity to the above core values
and the heart felt appreciation of YOUR trust in me.
2021 CHALLENGES: While we had a number of
accomplishments in 2021, we also were confronted
with challenges in achieving our mission of “Building
Wealth and Creating Jobs” for Black and Hispanic
people, including: (1) failure in raising sufficient capital
from members; (2) a tree falling on a property under
contract, cancelling the deal and; (3) the Fenton
Avenue property being at risk of foreclosure.
GROUP ECONOMICS: We shall ALL profit from investing with Black and Hispanic real estate
developers in Black and Hispanic communities across America (including Puerto Rico and the
U.S. Virgin Islands) as we “Build Wealth and Create Jobs” for Black and Hispanic people.
On June 12, 2020 (18 months ago), the Forum was incorporated in New York as a [for-profit]
social impact advisory firm that sponsors a family of private equity real estate funds!
The Forum’s membership has increased from 11 founding members (see page 27 for details)
to its current 111 members and the goal is to reach 500 members before it launches its
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) Reg. A+ Offering for $75 Million Dollars (in 2024).
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The Forum has 111 members from 18 States in the United States and two (2) from Canada.
From June 2020 to December 2021, $126,000 has been earned in membership fee revenue.
The Forum recruited 45 members in 2020 ($44,750) and 66 new members in 2021 ($81,250)
and the goal for 2022 is 250 members (each member is asked to recruit two new members).
The Forum will use Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) Reg. D, Reg. CF, and Reg.
A+ exemptions to raise millions of dollars from Black and Hispanic investors.
Read in the crowdfundinsider.com: “The SEC Updates Reg CF, Reg A+ and More. Boosts Reg
CF to $5 Million, Reg A+ Increased to $75 Million” (https://bit.ly/3EgkMCI).
RESTRUCTURING ADVISORY BOARD: In 2022, the Fund is reducing its advisory board to
25 members and launching several new founding membership rates to raise revenue to pay
for its administrative and operational expenses and finance the expansion of member services.
New Founding Members of the Forum will pay a one-time membership fee of (No Refunds):
•

$5,000 (1st Vice-Chairpersons) will have the option to purchase up to twenty (20)
shares/units in one future Reg. A+ investment offering at $1 per share/unit.

•

$4,000 (2nd Vice-Chairpersons) will have the option to purchase up to sixteen (16)
shares/units in one future Reg. A+ investment offering at $1 per share/unit.

•

$3,000 (3rd Vice-Chairpersons) will have the option to purchase up to twelve (12)
shares/units in one future Reg. A+ investment offering at $1 per share/unit.

•

$2,000 (4th Vice-Chairpersons) will have the option to purchase up to eight (8)
shares/units in one future Reg. A+ investment offering at $1 per share/unit.

•

$1,000 (General Members) will have the option to purchase up to four (4) shares/units
in one future Reg. A+ investment offering at $1 per share/unit.

NOTE: Non-Members, the public will pay $1,000 per share/unit to invest in Reg. A+ Offerings.
$1 Per Share/Unit Purchases in SEC Reg. A+ $75 Million Dollar Offering
Due to the delay in launching the Forum’s Reg. A+ Offering, members will earn the right to buy
an additional one (1) share/unit for $1 for every year of their membership (prorated per month)
from the time they joined the Forum, until the Forum launches its first Reg. A+ Offering.
Once the Forum launches its Reg. A+ in 2024 (projected), membership will continue to cost
$1,000 BUT will ONLY include the option to buy one (1) share/unit for $1 in a Reg. A+ Offering.
$40,000 Cash Loan Paid Back
On June 20, 2021, BLMREF Fund I, LLC borrowed $40,000 in membership fees (at an interest
rate of $15%) from Black Lives Matter Real Estate Forum, LLC to seed its first investment and
on December 20, 2021, BLMREF Fund I, LLC paid back the $40,000 it borrowed with a $3,000
interest payment (6 months at an interest rate of $15%).
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Membership Demographics (18 American States and Canada)

40 - Members in New York

2 - Members in Florida

15 - Members in Pennsylvania

2 - Members in Canada

8 - Members in California

2 – Members in Maryland

8 - Members in New Jersey

2 - Members in Minnesota

6 - Members in Georgia

2 - Members in Rhode Island

6 - Members in Texas

2 - Members in North Carolina

4 - Members in Virginia

2 - Members in Washington, D.C.

3 - Members in Tennessee

1 - Member in Delaware

3 - Members in Illinois

1 - Member in Ohio

2 – Members in Massachusetts
Professional Backgrounds
17 - Lawyers/Law Degrees

4 - Real Estate Brokers/Property Managers

16 - Medical Doctors

4 - Certified Public Accountants/CPA’s

14 - Investment Property Owners

3 - Ph.D.’s

8 - Architects/Engineers/Contractors

1 - Church Pastor
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Two (2) Year Plan, Pre-SEC Reg. A+ $75 Million Dollar Offering
Over the next two (2) years, prior to the launching of its SEC Reg. A+ $75 Million Dollar
Offering, Black Lives Matter Real Estate Forum, LLC (the “Forum”) will build a national
membership from its current 18 states and Canada to ALL 50 states and Puerto Rico and the
U.S. Virgin Islands to help it achieve its goal of “Building Wealth and Creating Jobs” for Black
and Hispanic People via investing in commercial real estate:
•

Real Estate Investors (Lawyers, Medical Doctors, and other professionals, etc.).

•

Real Estate Developers/Commercial Property Owners.

•

Real Estate Service Providers (lawyers, architects, etc.) and Building Contractors.

The Forum will build three (3) business models to help it achieve its stated goals:
•

Membership - build its membership from 111 members to 500+ members.

•

Industry Events - host real estate forums/cocktail parties in Connecticut, Delaware,
Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, and Washington, D.C.

•

Digital Media – launch an online news channel to build awareness of Black and Hispanic
successes and challenges in the commercial real estate industry (members only).

What Can Members Do To Help (Other Than Investing, Investing, Investing!)?
The Forum needs its members to help build its infrastructure.
1 - Join Fund committees – Each committee will have Co-Chairpersons:
•

Fundraising and Finance Committee.

•

Marketing and Events Committee.

•

Membership Development Committee (Local Projects).

2 - The Forum needs members in the following professions:
•

Social Media Marketing (especially with skills building a sales funnel).

•

Accounting and Auditing (especially in the private equity fund space).

•

Technology (especially in FinTech).

•

Former Financial Regulatory Authority Employees: SEC/FINRA/Fannie Mae, etc.
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Social Media Team – The Lopez-Pierre Children
In January 2021, Marcus Lopez-Pierre was hired as the Social Media Marketing Manager
(independent contractor) to manage the LinkedIn, YouTube Channel and Constant Contact
(24,000 emails of Black and Hispanic professionals) accounts of Thomas Lopez-Pierre.
In one year, Marcus built Thomas Lopez-Pierre’s
LinkedIn.com connections from about 12,000 to
24,151 of high-income Black and Hispanic
professionals (lawyers, medical doctors, finance,
real estate, former government regulators, etc.).
Eighty (80%) percent of the Forum’s membership
were recruited from Thomas Lopez-Pierre’s
LinkedIn.com connections.
In 2021, Marcus was paid $9,000 ($1,500 per
month/$25 per hour at 15 hours per week/FYI: New
York’s minimum hourly wage rate is $15 per hour)
as the Forum’s Social Media Marketing Manager.
During Marcus Lopez-Pierre’s tenure, the Forum generated $126,000 in membership fees,
$125,000 in equity capital (and $60,000 in equity capital, invested in partnership with the Fund).
In addition, Rachel and Christine Lopez-Pierre,
Thomas Lopez-Pierre’s 11-year-old twin daughters,
helped to manage the Twitter.com accounts for
Black
Doctors
Real
Estate
Fund
(@BlackDoctorsRE) and Black Lawyers Real Estate
Fund (@BlackLawyerRE).
Rachel and Christine Lopez-Pierre were each paid
$25 per month by Thomas Lopez-Pierre (NOT paid
by the Forum or Fund).
Rachel and Christine Lopez-Pierre’s primary work
responsibility is to copy and paste on a word
document the Twitter.com handles of those
connected
to
@BlackDoctorsRE
and
@BlackLawyerRE, so that they can be tweeted at
with “polite messages” (smile) inviting them to join
the Forum and/or invest in the Fund.
Due to Rachel and Christine Lopez-Pierre’s work,
they produced a lead directly off twitter of a medical
doctor and his wife, a Ph.D. Clinical Psychologist
that joined the Forum (generating $2,000 and
$1,000 in membership fees).
Thomas Lopez-Pierre requires his children to work in the family business if they want money!!!
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BLMREF Fund I, LLC - 2022 Investment Plan
To date, $125,000 in equity capital from 13 members has been raised by BLMREF Fund I, LLC
(the “Fund I”), since Fund I was incorporated in New York on January 5, 2021 (1 year ago).
Fund I seeks to generate attractive risk-adjusted returns for its investors through a combination
of cash distributions, NOI growth, and capital appreciation over an expected one-year holding
period and preserve, protect, and return invested capital.
The strategy is to build a two-year record of delivering 15%+ rate of returns for investors that
Fund I can use to market its launch of its Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) Reg.
A+ Offering for $75 Million Dollars and then use that record to market on a national level to
Black and Hispanic professionals.
NOTE: Fund I will NOT invest in real estate projects that require tenant displacement.
In 2022, Fund I will raise a minimum of $875,000 ($10,000 per 87 Investors via a SEC Reg. D
Offering) in capital to provide $100,000 each to ten (10) Black and Hispanic “Fix and Flip” real
estate developers (joint-venture partners) to develop properties in Connecticut, Delaware,
Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, and Washington, D.C.
For every $10,000 a member invests, they will
earn ten (10) shares/units in one future Reg.
A+ investment offering at $1 per share/unit (the
public will pay $1,000 per share/unit).
Fund I will produce videos of properties that it
successfully invested in that delivered 15%+
rate of returns for investors and then use that
record to advertise its success with paid social
media ads (Instagram, LinkedIn, Facebook,
YouTube, etc.).
Once Fund I is successful with delivering 15%+ rate of returns for investors with just One Million
Dollars, imagine what Fund II can achieve with $75 Million Dollars from a Reg. A+ Offering.
Launching a SEC Reg. A+ Offering will cost $100,000 in legal, accounting, and regulatory fees
and so we can NOT afford to make mistakes on the launch (does NOT include marketing costs)
and that is why a record of delivering 15%+ rate of returns to investors is so important.
Fund I has a pipeline of actionable opportunities, driven by its network of talented Black and
Hispanic real estate developers to minimize risk, improve execution, and increase profits.
Fund I’s Black and Hispanic real estate developers have intimate knowledge of local real estate
market conditions, direct relationships with government officials, local banks, and access to
best-in-class industry Black and Hispanic service professionals such as: lawyers, real estate
brokers, mortgage bankers, architects, electricians, plumbers, and contractors, etc.
In future offerings, Fund II plans to invest in other asset classes (i.e.: multi-family housing,
hotels, student and senior housing, office, retail, data centers, unimproved land, etc.).
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$100,000 Investment Redeployed - 11 East Avenue, Brockton, MA 02302

(Right and Middle Photos: before and after tree fell on 11 East Avenue, Brockton, Massachusetts, 02302).

On October 15, 2021, BLMREF Fund I, LLC (the “Fund I”) invested $100,000 with Askari Foy,
MBA, CPA (https://bit.ly/3n245F5) in his company, 11 East Avenue, LLC (the “11 East Avenue”)
to purchase 11 East Avenue, Brockton, Massachusetts, 02302, a “Fix and Flip” property.
View video: https://youtu.be/bkhb4jw and investment documents: https://blmref.com/ppm/
Two days prior to his bank closing on November 3, 2021, Askari Foy, MBA, CPA informed
Fund I that 11 East Avenue had suffered property damage, during a storm.
A tree fell on the property causing $25,000 worth of damage and the bank refused to reduce
the sale price to make up for the additional renovation cost (thus reducing profit potential), so
Askari Foy, MBA, CPA withdrew (walked away) from the deal.
On December 10, 2021, Askari Foy, MBA, CPA wired back Fund I’s $100,000 investment.
On December 28, 2021, Askari Foy, MBA, CPA asked Fund I to consider investing $100,000
in a different property: 39 High Avenue, Pembroke, MA 02359 (https://bit.ly/3pwrGPZ).
If at first you don't succeed, try, try again (smile)………
Fund I agreed to consider investing $100,000 with Venture Alliance Real Estate Enterprise,
LLC (pending a review of investment documents/private placement memorandum).
Askari Foy, MBA, CPA (Member #13) is a Co-Founder at Venture
Alliance Real Estate Enterprise, LLC (https://bit.ly/313GFHU) and a
Co-Chairperson of the 2022 Advisory Board of Black Lives Matter
Real Estate Forum, LLC.
In addition, Askari Foy, MBA, CPA is a Former Senior Officer,
National Director of the Office of Compliance Inspections and
Examinations at Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).
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$100,000 Investment - 39 High Avenue, Pembroke, MA 02359

On January 24, 2022, BLMREF Fund I, LLC (the "Fund I") invested $100,000 into Venture
Alliance - 39 High Avenue, LLC (the "Company"), an investment vehicle managed by Askari
Foy, MBA, CPA, and Larry Thomas.
The Company was established for the sole purpose of acquiring and developing a single-family,
three (3) bedrooms, one (1) bathroom, 1,040 square foot home built in 1920 located at 39 High
Avenue, Pembroke, Massachusetts built on 10,000 square feet of land (the “Property”).
The Company has a signed sales contract for $305,000 to acquire the property and expects to
close no later than January 31, 2022.
The Company intends to invest approximately $120,000 to renovate the property and then sell
the property for approximately $615,000.
The Company intends to remodel the improvements on the property to a modern two-story
residence (convert the home to an open concept floor plan with modern high-end finishes
throughout, adding an additional bathroom, new siding, flooring, and a kitchen).
Assuming total fixed costs of $394,000 of senior loan principal, and $100,000 to the Class A
Member(s), and approximately $26,754 of sales expenses would generate a return of $520,754
and would yield net profits of $94,246 to distribute to both classes of investors.
Fund I expects to receive the first $40,000 in profits and Venture Alliance Real Estate
Enterprise, LLC will receive the second $40,000 in profits (thereafter a 50:50 split).
Members can view Venture Alliance - 39 High Avenue, LLC’s Private Placement Memorandum
(Investment Documents) at https://blmref.com/ppm.
The property is located on a fabulous dead-end location, with a water view, and on a quiet
street in a peaceful neighborhood (see video at https://youtu.be/hUejaeRlK7M).
You can walk across the street to Stetson Pond Association Beach (https://bit.ly/3mJr5bT) to
enjoy exclusive access to the beach.
The Town of Pembroke (https://www.pembroke-ma.gov/) is a southern suburb of Boston of
approximately 18,361 people and possesses the comforts and tranquility of a small New
England town full of coffee shops, park, lakes, and rivers.
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Venture Alliance Real Estate Enterprise’s Projected Profit & Loss Statement (P&L)
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Foreclosure of 3129 Fenton Avenue, Bronx, NY 10469
In June 2020, the Forum agreed to help Mario Delbrun (https://bit.ly/3FtHnNB), a Black real
estate contractor and former managing member of the Forum and the Fund, raise $400,000 to
finance the development of 3129 Fenton Avenue, Bronx, NY 10469 (the “Fenton Avenue”).
Fenton Avenue is a one-story, single-family residence with approximately 50x100 square feet
of land area and 1,602 square feet of building area (two bedrooms and one bathroom).
The existing, one-floor structure was to be torn down to build two new semi-attached residential
buildings with two apartments per building (three bedrooms and two bathrooms per apartment).
In June 2020, the properties were projected to sell each for $750,000, view full details in the
private placement memorandum at https://blmref.com/ppm/.
PROPERTY VALUE: In 2018, Mario bought the property for $420,000 and on December 24,
2021, Zillow valued the property at $648,300 (https://bit.ly/3yZi8QU).
FORECLOSURE: On December 14, 2021, Mario Delbrun
as a result of the Forum’s and Fund I’s failure to raise
$400,000 to finance the development of Fenton Avenue,
received pre-foreclosure legal papers (see appendix #4).
The $315,000 mortgage is about 15 months in arrears.
The Forum invested $26,500 into Fund I for Fenton
Avenue’s Reg. CF expenses (Legal, Broker Dealer, etc.).
MEMBERS INTERVENTION: In 2020, Mario Delbrun sold
a 25% ownership interest for $100,000 to Naseer Malik
(https://bit.ly/3qosHc7), Member #4.
In 2021, Mario Delbrun sold a 75% ownership interest to
the Fund I for the balance of the two mortgages and
$10,000 and the assumption of $12,500 in debt owed to
Fenton Avenue Fund, LLC and 10% ownership interest for
$40,000 to Clayton Benn (https://bit.ly/32sy561), Member
#97 and a 5% ownership interest for $20,000 to Matthew
Scott (https://bit.ly/3EqWYfm), Member #5.
After several Zoom video presentations and in-person site visits in 2020 and early 2021, the
Forum/Fund I was unable to raise investment capital from members to invest in Fenton Avenue.
By the end of 2021, Fund I had ONLY raised $125,000 in equity capital from 13 members.
One of the concerns that Fund I heard from the first group of members to join the Forum was
that they were fearful of losing their hard-earned money in a commercial real estate investment.
In recognition of their fears, Fund I created a debt investment product for those willing to accept
lower rate of returns for less risk (4% to 8% rate of return).
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Fund I Did NOT Raise $400,000: 3129 Fenton Avenue, Bronx, NY 10469

(Photo of the Bronx Property, pre-demolition, and example of post construction).

Three key factors resulted in the Forum’s/Fund I’s inability to raise $400,000 to finance the
development of Fenton Avenue:
•

Many of the members had an exceptionally low tolerance for risk.

•

Many of the members that joined could pay the minimum membership fee of $1,000 but
ONLY a few could financially afford to invest $10,000 (and ONLY 13 of those invested).

•

Many of the members lacked prior experience investing in commercial real estate.

At the start of 3Q/2021, the Forum/Fund I recognized its failure to raise investment capital and
took immediate corrective action by:
•

Recruiting new members at incomes higher than $200,000 by launching a more focused
recruitment campaign (i.e.: Black Doctors Real Estate Fund and Black Lawyers Real
Estate Fund) and organizing local membership forums to build support for the Forum’s
mission to “Build Wealth and Create Jobs” (i.e.: New York/Philadelphia Project’s).
NOTE: As a result of a more focused membership recruitment strategy, Doctors and
Lawyers NOW represent the largest investor demographic group in Fund I.

•

Focus the Fund I’s investment capital towards “Fix and Flip” properties at a maximum
investment per deal of $100,000 with 8 months or less development timelines.

•

Provide members with low tolerance for risk, the opportunity to invest in a debt fund,
properties with secured 1st and 2nd lien positions and loan-to-value of no greater than
70% of the value of the property (as a way to introduce them to real estate investing).

By the end of 2021, the Forum established:
•

BLMREF Debt Capital I, LLC as a debt fund to earn a secured annual 8% to 15% interest
rate on Promissory Notes (1st or 2nd position mortgage liens).

•

Increased its members from 45 members in 2020 (6 months) to 66 new members in
2021 for a total membership of 111 (with a focus on members with $200,000’s incomes).
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Hard Money Lender Andrew Levi Tries To Extort Fund I Out Of $120,000
On June 9, 2021, Fund I acquired legal ownership of Fenton Avenue (see Appendix #1).
A few months after securing ownership of
Fenton Avenue, Fund I informed Hard
Money Lender Andrew Levi that it wanted
to pay off the $60,000 mortgage debt (2nd
lien) on the property and secure a
“Satisfaction
of
Lien”
letter
(https://bit.ly/3FgnEQt).
Thomas Lopez-Pierre raised a total of
$60,000 from Clayton Benn ($40,000),
Member #97 and Matthew Scott ($20,000),
Member #5 to pay off Levy.
Levi tried to use this opportunity to be a
“Greedy” SOB and extort Fund I for
$120,000 for a “Satisfaction of Lien” letter.
Thomas Lopez-Pierre as the Fund Manager for Fund I made it very f@#$ing clear that he was
NOT going to let this Levi extort Fund I for $120,000 when the debt outstanding was $60,000.
Derek Warner, Esq., Fund I’s lawyer served Levi’s lawyer with court documents (see appendix
#2) for an Order to Show Cause lawsuit and he quickly backed down and issued the
Satisfaction of Lien” letter (see appendix #3).
How did Fund I find itself having to associate itself with Levi?
The COVID-19 Pandemic devastated Mario Delbrun’s real estate business and he begun
selling his properties to reduce his debt exposure and provide short-term liquidity.
In November 2020, Mario Delbrun needed to sell 1476 Jesup Avenue, Bronx, NY 10452
(“Jesup Avenue”), a property he had a 2nd mortgage lien on it with Levi.
Mario Delbrun had four (4) properties with $360,000 in hard money loans with Levi.
Levi refused to issue a Satisfaction of Lien letter for the sale of Jesup Avenue unless Mario
Delbrun, signed a spreader agreement placing a mortgage lien on the three (3) remaining
properties that Mario Delbrun owned, including Fenton Avenue.
Mario Delbrun signed Levi’s spreader agreement without the approval of his investor(s).
While the spreader agreement allocated ONLY the original debt of $60,000 to Fenton Avenue
and $300,000 to the other two (2) properties, the risk to Fenton Avenue was that if Mario
Delbrun defaulted on his monthly payments to Levi (FYI: After Levi was paid the $60,000, Mario
Delbrun defaulted), Levi could in effect foreclose on ALL three properties and thus place
Naseer Malik’s (Member #4) $100,000 investment in Fenton Avenue at serious financial loss.
NOTE: The Forum/Fund I is committed to ENDING the financial exploitation of Black and
Hispanic real estate developers and investors and the Black and Hispanic community.
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3129 Fenton Avenue: A Great Investment Opportunity Despite Challenges
In 2020, each townhouse was projected to sale
for a minimum of $750,000.
In 2023, each townhouse is projected to sale
for a minimum of $875,000 ($125k increase).
The Bronx sales market is HOT!
Experts agree the response to COVID-19
continues to drive interest in single family
residential sales.
In third quarter 2021, according to OneKey
Multiple Listing Service, Bronx County, had a
42.9 percent increase in single family
residential sales to 170 units from 119 in 2020.
The median sales price in the Bronx rose 13.8
percent to $597,500 from $525,000 in 2020
(https://bit.ly/3yWLVJG).
Read: Some Real Estate Agents Report Surge
Of New Yorkers Moving From Manhattan To
The Bronx” (https://cbsloc.al/3EuTKr8).
BLMREF Debt Capital I, LLC
On November 26, 2021, BLMREF Debt Capital I, LLC (the “Debt Fund”), was incorporated in
New York as a social impact private debt real estate fund.
A standard real estate debt fund is comprised of equity-backed capital that can be lent to real
estate asset owners as well as potential buyers of real estate.
Some of the income that the Debt Fund will generate can occur in the event of a default, which
will allow it to obtain the title to the collateral that was used as the basis for the loan.
Equity investors have potential for higher returns but in the event of the project failing, equity
investors can lose their investment.
Debt investors will be paid first and have collateral to secure principal (70% Loan To Value).
Black and Hispanic developers with somewhat complicated financial situations or lower credit
scores than is usual, can look towards the Debt Fund for their project financing (bridge loans,
construction loans, and rehab loans).
Debt Fund will charge an interest rate of between 8% and 15% to Black and Hispanic real
estate developers and pay its Black and Hispanic investors a return of 4% to 8% rate of return.
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Joint-Venture Partnership: 3129 Fenton Avenue, Bronx, NY 10469
PLAN A: On January 7, 2022, Askari Foy, MBA, CPA (Member #13) of Venture Alliance Real
Estate Enterprise, LLC proposed to establish a joint-venture partnership with the Fund I.
An outline of a joint-venture partnership with Fund I is as follows (Appendix Document – 5):
•

Venture Alliance Real Estate Enterprise, LLC would pay $440,000 of which $370,000
would be used to pay off the current mortgage and the remaining $70,000 balance would
be used to pay off debts owed to Fund I (Legal, Accounting and Broker Dealer Fees)
and related parties (Fenton Fund Investors) to acquire a 40% ownership interest in the
property (Fund I would retain a 20% ownership interest).

•

Venture Alliance Real Estate Enterprise, LLC would serve as the general partner and
developer of the property.

•

In addition to securing debt to acquire the property, Venture Alliance Real Estate
Enterprise, LLC would secure a construction loan to develop the property.

•

Venture Alliance Real Estate Enterprise, LLC would be solely liable for the projected
One Million Dollars in mortgage debt on the property (the property would be used as
collateral for the mortgage debt).

The Forum will be paid $26,500 at closing and assuming the investment achieves stated
outcomes, Fund I would earn a $75,000 return on its $10,000 investment in Fenton Avenue
(thus enable Fund I to pay its investors more than a projected 15% rate of return).
PLAN B: In the event that Fund I does NOT secure a deal with a Black or Hispanic real estate
developer, it will secure a loan from BLMREF Debt Capital I, LLC.
BLMREF Debt Capital I, LLC will seek to raise $370,000 from the members to pay off the
mortgage on Fenton Avenue of $315,000 and about 15 months of arrears at about $55,000.
BLMREF Debt Capital I, LLC will charge BLMREF Fund I, LLC an annual interest rate of 15%
percent ("Hard Money Loan") and pay investors 8% on their $370,000 investment.
The $370,000 mortgage loan (57% Loan-To-Value) will have a 1st or 2nd lien position on the
property to ensure that BLMREF Fund I, LLC repays the loan to BLMREF Debt Capital I, LLC.
MARKET NEED: More than a year has passed since the arrival of the COVID-19 Pandemic.
Due to market volatility, traditional bank lenders have been reducing lending in commercial real
estate, especially with Black and Hispanic developers in Black and Hispanic communities.
Read in Urban Institute: “Black and Hispanic Landlords Are Facing Great Financial Struggles
because of the COVID-19 Pandemic. They Also Support Their Tenants at Higher Rates”
(https://urbn.is/3pqu2jj).
Black and Hispanic real estate developers are sitting on valuable properties that are in preforeclosure and are GREAT investment opportunities for Black and Hispanic investors.
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Delayed Offerings: Reg. A+ For $75 Million Dollars/Reg. CF for $1,070,000
The failure of the Forum/Fund I to raise the $400,000 to finance the development of Fenton
Avenue set back the Reg. CF until 2023 and Reg. A+ Offerings until 2024.
Let’s recap……
On March 16, 2021, BLMREF Fund I, LLC agreed to pay $25,000 (with a $15,000 nonrefundable deposit) to Dalmore Group, LLC (https://www.dalmorefg.com/) to serve as its
Broker-Dealer (use of a Broker-Dealer for Reg. CF Offerings is required by SEC regulations).
As its Broker-Dealer, Dalmore Group, LLC was working to help Fund I secure approval from
the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) for a Reg. CF Offering (http://bit.ly/2Qtsgix)
to raise $1,070,000 from non-accredited investors (https://bit.ly/3H8Kivi).
A Non-Accredited Investor is anyone making less than $200,000 annually (less than $300,000
including a spouse) that also has a total net worth of less than $1 million when their primary
residence is excluded.
The Securities and Exchanges Commission (SEC) has extremely strict rules regarding the
raising of investment capital from Non-Accredited Investors as a result, Fund I is required to
qualify for a number of SEC exemptions (such as Reg. D, Reg. CF, and Reg. A+ exemptions).
NOTE: Only 10% of American households earn $200,000 (https://bit.ly/313Ubv6) or more and
as we know Black families have on average 10x less wealth than White families
(https://wapo.st/3sJb35w).
Dalmore Group, LLC worked with Fund I’s securities lawyer, Sulee Stinson Clay, Esq.
(https://bit.ly/3qrIQxp), a graduate of Harvard law School to prepare its documents to be filed
for its Reg. CF Offering with the Securities and Exchanges Commission (SEC) at a cost of
$7,500 in legal fees (legal bill to be paid in 2022).
The plan was to use the capital raised from the Reg. CF Offering to develop and own/sell
several small multi-family properties (new construction, gut renovations, and fix and flip) in
Connecticut, Delaware, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania, and
Washington, D.C. (easy access to Amtrak trains to keep asset management cost low as
opposed to investing in states that require airline travel).
In addition, Fund I was going to use $100,000 from the Reg. CF Offering to finance the legal,
accounting, and regulatory fees associated with securing approval for a Reg. A+ Offering from
the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).
Fund I’s “Capital Raising Strategy” was first to start small by raising $400,000 with a Reg. D
Offering to develop Fenton Avenue and next raise $1 Million Dollars with a Reg. CF Offering
and then raise $75 Million Dollars with a Req. A+ Offering.
In 2022, the Forum plans to focus on recruiting members with incomes of more than $200,000,
establish several local membership projects in key cities and focus on raising investment capital
via its Reg. D Offering and postpone launching its Reg. CF and Reg. A+ Offerings until such
time that the Fund I has secured a solid two-year record of delivering 15% returns to investors.
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The Philadelphia Project

Philadelphia Project Co-Chairs: Keira Ingram and Jettie D. Newkirk, Esq. and Thurmon A. Cohen

In June 2021, Jettie D. Newkirk, Esq., Member #22 (https://bit.ly/3sBcQK7) and Thurmon A.
Cohen, Member #23 (https://bit.ly/3sEJ9Ic) agreed to serve as the Co-Chairs of The
Philadelphia Project the Forum’s first local membership project.
Jettie D. Newkirk, Esq. and Thurmon A. Cohen, have grown the Forum’s Philadelphia Project
from two members to 15 members (generating $16,000 in additional membership income).
Keira Ingram (https://bit.ly/3nVesLx) joined the Forum in 2021 (4Q) and as a Co-Chair in 2022.
The primary goals of The Philadelphia Project are to (1) recruit members that will invest in Fund
I; and (2) increase the Fund I’s pipeline of real estate developers to invest with in Philadelphia.
The Philadelphia Project has built support for the Forum/Fund I and economic justice for:
•

Curtis Simmons securing the return of his property, stolen via debt fraud.

•

Ava Wright being cheated out of her tip by White men at The Ritz-Carlton Hotel.

On June 17, 2022, in celebration of Juneteenth (https://bit.ly/3KDb5CF), The Philadelphia
Project plans to host a cocktail party, highlighting: the Forum’s plans to invest in Philadelphia.
The goal is to increase membership in The Philadelphia Project to fifty (50) members in 2022.
Starting January 1, 2022, the Forum will pay $500 per month (with membership fees from its
Philadelphia members) to rent housing and office space for Thomas Lopez-Pierre at 527
Monastery Ave, Philadelphia, PA 19128 (https://bit.ly/3z1TxLf) for use of the house and
backyard for membership meetings and events.

Photos (Left to Right): The Philadelphia Project Meeting (August 16, 2021)/ The Philadelphia Project Meeting
(September 26, 2021)/ Thomas Lopez-Pierre’s Philadelphia Office/Housing.
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Economic Justice For Curtis Simmons – The Philadelphia Project

In 2002, Curtis Simmons’ (https://bit.ly/3pHeXKq) a New York resident, inherited his
grandfather’s three (3) story property at 1004 South 20th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19146.
The property is in The Graduate Hospital neighborhood, a stable middle class neighborhood,
less than 15 minutes by car and public transportation to Center City, Philadelphia’s main
commercial area and City Hall, its local seat of government.
In 2018, Curtis Simmons was the victim of deed fraud (https://on.nyc.gov/31ioxdu).
See video on NBC (nbcphiladelphia.com), “Stolen Homes: A Philadelphia Housing Scam on
the Rise Prompts Crackdown.” (https://bit.ly/3zeMezC).
Deed fraud happens when criminals record fraudulent deeds, mortgages, or other liens against
a property without the owner's knowledge or consent.
Curtis Simmons’ legal journey of three years has ONLY just arrived at settlement talks with the
insurance company to secure return of his property and a financial payment for loss of equity
(value to his property).
The property’s current “owners” ignored the city’s repeated demands that the structure’s
dilapidated roof be fortified.
As a result of the current “owners’” refusal, the city took action by court order to demolish the
three (3) story structure and thus reduced the value of the property by about half.
Black Lives Matter Real Estate Forum, LLC is committed to help protect the generational wealth
of Black and Hispanic people and thus has agreed to publicly advocate for and rally the public,
especially the Black community to demand the return of his property.
In addition, BLMREF Fund I, LLC has agreed in principle to consider investing $100,000 to
develop luxury condominiums at 1004 South 20th Street, Philadelphia, PA 19146 (pending
review of investment documents).
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Economic Justice For Ava Wright – The Philadelphia Project

Photo, Left to Right: Thurmon A. Cohen, CPE Principal, TCAI, LLC Thomas Lopez-Pierre Black Lives Matter
Real Estate Forum, LLC. Ava Wright Graduate Student, Temple University Clarissa L. Parrish, M.D. Jeff
Hornstein, Executive Director, Economy League of Philadelphia.

On Thursday, December 2, 2021, three White men walked out of The Ritz-Carlton Hotel after
Ava Wright served them drinks without paying their bar bill (this incident was witnessed by
Thomas Lopez-Pierre).
Ava Wright is a 22-year-old Black graduate student at
Temple University in Philadelphia trying to support
herself during the COVID-19 Pandemic.
She wants to be a public-school teacher in inner-city
Philadelphia.
Ava Wright deserves our investment!
So, Thomas Lopez-Pierre acted by launching a
campaign to raise a $1,000 scholarship.
Thanks to Black and Hispanic professionals like YOU
and an ally, we were able to reach the Forum’s goal of
raising a $1,000 scholarship check for Ava Wright.
Video of Ava Wright receiving the check for $1,000
(https://youtu.be/mycUdju9Cag).
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The New York Project
In October 2021, Clayton Benn, Member #97 (https://bit.ly/3sBcQK7) and Matthew Scott,
Member #5 (https://bit.ly/3sEJ9Ic) agreed to serve as Co-Chairs of The New York Project.

With the success of the Philadelphia Project, the Forum launched The New York Project with
the same goals: (1) recruit members that will invest in Fund I and (2) increase the Fund I’s
pipeline of real estate developers to invest with in New York.
Clayton Benn, Member #97 invested $40,000 to help pay off the hard money lender’s $60,000
loan on 3129 Fenton Avenue (see page 14).
Matthew Scott, Member #5 invested $20,000 to help pay off the hard money lender’s $60,000
loan on 3129 Fenton Avenue (see page 14).
The New York Project has hosted membership meetings and events.
In Summer 2022, The New York Project plans to host an event, entitled: The State of the Black
Real Estate Investment Market in New York (100 people will be invited).
To date, The New York Project has a total of 40 members and generated $43,000 in
membership income.
The goal is to increase membership in the New York Project to 100 members in 2022.

Photos (Left to Right): New York Project Meetings: Thomas Lopez-Pierre, Carmen Coleman, MBA, Andy
Jordan, R.A. in Rochester, New York (October 8, 2021) and Thomas Lopez-Pierre and Members/Guests in
Harlem, New York (August 24, 2021) and Thomas Lopez-Pierre, Derek Warner, Esq., Guest: Mark Lewis,
Thurmon Cohen, Darren Phillip, William Booker on the Upper West Side, New York (November 15, 2021).
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On October 7, 2021, Thomas Lopez-Pierre spoke on an online panel, entitled,
“INEQUITIES: Racial Disparities in Lending”, hosted by the Black Squirrel Collective
(https://blacksquirrel.co/) and Venture Café Philadelphia
(https://venturecafephiladelphia.org/).
The other panelists: Della Clark, President of The Enterprise Center
(https://bit.ly/3GmX7SL)/ Mo Rushdy, Managing Partner, The Riverwards Group
(https://bit.ly/3GjXZrt)/ Kevin Williams, CEO of the Black Squirrel Collective
(https://bit.ly/3HVarOK).
Watch YouTube Video: https://bit.ly/3K4dXrV
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In Closing
To those that NOT only became members of Black Lives Matter Real Estate Forum, LLC but
also invested in BLMREF Fund I, LLC (and those planning to invest this year).
God as my witness, I am working every day and night, including on weekends and holidays to
deliver a return of principal capital invested with a 15% rate of return (or greater) to YOU.
With that said, I am NOT just committed to enriching YOU and myself, BUT I also want to
create economic opportunities for Black and Hispanic people – people who grew up poor, like
me – to secure jobs and move up the economic ladder by owning commercial real estate.
When I die, other than saying I was a good father as in Proverbs 13:22, I want it written on my
tombstone that I, Thomas Lopez-Pierre, created hundreds of millions of jobs for Black and
Hispanic people and billions of dollars in profits for his Black and Hispanic investors.
Together we have achieved a great deal in 2021 and we will achieve even more in 2022!
I look forward to seeing YOU all at our Membership Meeting on Sunday, February 13, 2022.

Thomas Lopez-Pierre
President/CEO
Black Lives Matter Real Estate Forum, LLC
Fund Manager, BLMREF Fund I, LLC and BLMREF Debt Capital I, LLC.
Licensed Real Estate Broker, Lopez-Pierre Realty, LLC.
646-527-1116/ info@blmref.com
"A good man leaves an inheritance to his children’s children, But the wealth of the sinner
is stored up for the righteous" (Proverbs 13:22).
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Who is Thomas Lopez-Pierre?
Thomas Lopez-Pierre is a 53-year-old God-fearing Christian man, a sinner saved by his/her
Grace of Dominican, Puerto Rican, and Haitian descent.
Thomas Lopez-Pierre and his ex-wife are partners in raising their three children (a 16-year-old
son and 11-year-old twin daughters).
Thomas Lopez-Pierre is an "Agitator, Advocator & Activist" for economic justice in America!
Thomas Lopez-Pierre is committed to reforming capitalism from an exploitative Racist vehicle
(urban colonialism) to an engine of economic empowerment.
In college, Thomas Lopez-Pierre was arrested several times for protesting against The City
University of New York’s (CUNY) attempts to increase tuition and cut financial aid for lowincome students (of which a majority were Black and Hispanic).
For Thomas Lopez-Pierre, "Black Lives Matter" is more than a catchy slogan about police
brutality. His twin brother was killed by an NYPD officer at 28 years old, so, unfortunately, he
understands ALL too well the pain of having a family member killed by the police.
Thomas Lopez-Pierre was NOT born with a
shining silver spoon in his mouth. Born addicted
to drugs, he was abandoned at birth by his
mother (they never saw her again), raised in
foster care, and then lived with his drug addicted
father and in several group homes, while
attending low-performing public schools.
Thomas believes the police did NOT kill George
Floyd Jr. or his twin brother because they were
Black BUT because they were poor and Black.
To be poor and Black or Hispanic in America’s
capitalist society is a death sentence or at a
minimum, a lifetime spent at risk of being
incarcerated for struggling to stay alive.
The high incarceration rate in Black and Hispanic communities across America is NOT a
function of bad family values BUT of the existence of poverty rooted in White Supremacy (i.e.:
NYC’s population is 52% Black and Hispanic BUT its city’s jail is 90% Black and Hispanic).
Some might say that White folks in NYC are some of the most God fearing and honest people
in NYC and Black people due to their DNA and color of their skin are just born to be criminals.
Thomas Lopez-Pierre chooses door number two, Black people are over indexed in prisons
because of White Supremacy and a lack of economic opportunities (limited smart life choices).
Building more prisons will NOT solve the crime problem, ONLY economic opportunity will.
By working together, we can “Build Wealth and Create Jobs” for Black and Hispanic people.
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In the Beginning God Created the Heaven and the Earth

Photo (L/R): Matthew Scott, Andy Jordan, R.A., Troy Cason, Thomas Lopez-Pierre, Clem Turner, Esq., Mario
Delbrun, Derek Warner, Esq., Naseer Malik. (Photo taken by Marcus Lopez-Pierre).

On November 4, 2020, eleven men and women made Black Economic History in New York by
pooling their membership fees to launch a national campaign to “Build Wealth and Create Jobs”
for Black and Hispanic people in America.
On this day, Thomas Lopez-Pierre with a few of the first 11 Founding Members (see above
photo) of Black Lives Matter Real Estate Forum, LLC, used $10,000 out of the $11,000 raised
from ten (10) Black professionals (each paid a $1,000 membership fee) and one (1) ally from
across the nation and Canada, to hire Clem Turner, Esq. (https://bit.ly/3ejxpCs), a top securities
lawyers to produce investment documents for the Forum’s private equity fund.
At that time, Clem Turner, Esq. was a partner at the law firm of Chiesa Shahinian & Giantomasi
PC before being hired away (kidnaped with stock options and higher pay) to be the Head Of
Legal Department at Industrious (https://www.industriousoffice.com/).
Founding 11 BLMREF Members (by order of seniority/date joined):
Ken Morrison (Member #1 - NY)

Derek Warner, Esq. (Member #6 – NJ)

Detra Harris (Member #2 - CA)

Andy Jordan, R.A. (Member #7 - NJ)

Michael Chijioke, J.D. (Member #3 - Canada)

Liat Applewhite, M.D. (Member #8 - NY)

Naseer Malik (Member #4 - NY)

Dwayne Norris (Member #9 - NY)

Matthew Scott (Member #5 - NY)

Shaun Randolph (Member #10 - CA)

Troy Cason (Member #11 - NY)
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A Special Thank You To Key Members and Allies!
I, Thomas Lopez-Pierre as the President/CEO of Black Lives Matter Real Estate Forum, LLC
(the “Forum”) would like to publicly give a special THANK YOU to following eleven (11) people
for playing key roles in helping to build the Forum!
Please forgive me, I know that I am leaving out a large number of members to publicly thank
(saving you for next year’s membership report) but this report is already 37 pages long (smile).
We are building a national membership corporation that I expect will grow to 5,000+ members
in less than 5 years and its members like these eleven (11) that will lead us to future successes.
[ Mario Delbrun ]
Mario Delbrun is a Licensed General Contractor at Cynmar Corp.
based in New York.
Mario Delbrun resigned on January 21, 2022, from the Forum and
Fund and we wish him well with his next business venture (we
plan to invest with him in future “Fix and Flip” properties).
Mario Delbrun sold Fenton Avenue (NYC) to the Fund.
LinkedIn.com profile: https://bit.ly/3qvEEyc.
[ Matthew Scott ]
Matthew Scott is a Corporate Governance, Business, and
Investment News Editor and Writer (Corporate Secretary
Magazine, Black Enterprise, Crain Communications).
Matthew Scott was the 5th person to join the Forum and the first
(1st) person to invest in the Forum’s private equity real estate fund
with $10,000 and invested $20,000 directly in Fenton Avenue and
is a trusted senior advisory to Thomas Lopez-Pierre..
LinkedIn.com profile: https://bit.ly/3rjOrX7.
[ Andy Jorden, R.A., AIA ]
Andy Jorden, R.A., AIA is the CEO at Amped Architecture LLC
(his firm marries practical principals, functionality with creative
and vivid design elements elevating typical design solutions to a
higher level.).
Andy Jorden, R.A., AIA was one of the first 11 members to join
the Forum and has been one of the most active supporters of the
Forum and is a trusted senior advisory to Thomas Lopez-Pierre.
LinkedIn.com profile: https://bit.ly/3FvrDZm.
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[ Ken Morrision ]
Kenneth Morrison has taken his family business to next level as
the Managing Member of the Lemor Development Group LLC
and has earned the Black communities respect as one of its key
community leaders, “A Man of the People” in Harlem, New York.
Kenneth Morrison was the first to join the Forum (1st to have paid
his membership fee) which is why he is Forum Member #1 and
he also is a trusted senior advisory to Thomas Lopez-Pierre.
LinkedIn.com profile: https://bit.ly/33dhtzT.
[ Jettie Newkirk, Esq. ]
Jettie Newkirk, Esq. is an Attorney at the Law Office of Jettie D.
Newkirk (real-estate, powers of attorney, health care directives).
Jettie Newkirk, Esq. was the Fund’s first member in Pennsylvania
and is the driving force behind the Fund’s rapid expansion in the
state and she has forgotten more as an infant than Thomas
Lopez-Pierre knows about anything (which is why he values her
opinions and has repeatedly denied her requests to retire).
LinkedIn.com profile: https://bit.ly/3KaRmtL.
[ Derek Warner, Esq. ]
Derek Warner, Esq. is an Attorney at the Law Office in New
York (commercial real estate transactions).
Derek Warner, Esq. is one of the first 11 members to join the
Forum and is the guy you want on your side when dealing with
“Greedy” people in the real estate industry in New York and is
a trusted senior advisory to Thomas Lopez-Pierre.
LinkedIn.com profile: https://bit.ly/3GuXeMc.
[ Thurmon Cohen ]
Thurmon Cohen is the Principal Owner of TCAI, LLC (real
estate developer and construction manager) in Pennsylvania.
Thurmon Cohen is a Co-Chairperson of our Philadelphia
Project and a trusted senior advisory to Thomas Lopez-Pierre.
Thurmon Cohen is one of the greatest real estate events wing
men in the Northeast (he meets all the right people).
LinkedIn.com profile: https://bit.ly/34SNm10.
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[ Askari Foy, CPA, MBA ]
Askari Foy, CPA, MBA is a Partner at Venture Alliance Real
Estate Enterprise, LLC in Georgia.
Askari Foy has become the go to man for the Forum and Fund
with regard to spearheading our investment projects.
Askari Foy is a Co-Chairpersons of the Forum’s Advisory Board
and is a trusted senior advisory to Thomas Lopez-Pierre.
LinkedIn.com profile: https://bit.ly/3npb0Zi.
[ Clayton Benn, MBA ]
Clayton Benn, MBA is the Principal Owner of Enterprise Legacy
Holdings (Property Seller, Buyer, Contractor).
Clayton Benn is a new member of the Forum BUT has quickly
become a trusted senior advisory to Thomas Lopez-Pierre.
Clayton Benn invested $10,000 in Fund I and $40,000 in
Fenton Avenue (NYC).
LinkedIn.com profile: https://bit.ly/3FpXlqZ.
[ Naseer Malik ]
Naseer Malik is a real estate developer in New York.
Naseer Malik is one of the first 11 members to join the Forum
and one of the key allies helping the Forum achieve its stated
goals and is a trusted senior advisory to Thomas Lopez-Pierre.
Naseer Malik invested $100,000 in Fenton Avenue (NYC).
LinkedIn.com profile: https://bit.ly/3qt97wA.
[ Due Quach ]
Due Quach (Harvard B.A./MBA from Wharton) is an Author,
Social Entrepreneur, and Mental Health Advocate.
Prior to her career in social impact, Due Quach was a Senior
Director, Vietnam Infrastructure Fund for VinaCapital.
Due Quach is a key ally in helping the Forum achieve its stated
goals (she produced the Forum’s 2021 Financial Statement)
and is a trusted senior advisory to Thomas Lopez-Pierre.
LinkedIn.com profile: https://bit.ly/34TPR36.
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BLMREF Book Club!
The Forum encourages Members to buy these six books as a start to help you better
understand the historical context of why we must work together to “Build Wealth and Create
Jobs” for Black and Hispanic people!

Buy Here
(https://blacktaxed.com/)

Buy Here
(https://bit.ly/3t0H1aX

Buy Here
(https://bit.ly/3cWaEVb)

Buy Here
(https://bit.ly/2PPJF4R)

Buy Here
(https://bit.ly/3uyK0rA)

Buy Here
(https://bit.ly/3t3RDpo)
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Appendix Document #1
Proof of BLMREF’S Ownership of 3129 Fenton Avenue, Bronx, NY 10469
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Appendix Document #2
Order to Show Cause Lawsuit Against Andrew Levi (NOT Filed).
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Appendix Document #3 (page 1)
Satisfaction of Lien Letter (Andrew Levi): 3129 Fenton Avenue, Bronx, NY 10469
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Appendix Document #3 (page 2)
Satisfaction of Lien Letter (Andrew Levi): 3129 Fenton Avenue, Bronx, NY 10469
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Appendix Document #4
Legal Notice of Foreclosure of 3129 Fenton Avenue, Bronx, NY 10469
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Appendix Document #5
Joint-Venture Between BLMREF Fund I, LLC/Venture Alliance Real Estate Enterprise, LLC
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